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Abstract
In this paper, some common ﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-type fuzzy mappings
in complete metric spaces are obtained. As applications, we establish some common
ﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-type multi-valued mappings in complete metric
spaces. Also, we give an example to show the validity of our results, which indicates
that our results improve and extend several known results in the existing literature.
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1 Introduction and preliminaries
The study of ﬁxed point theorems in fuzzy mathematics was instigated by Weiss [] and
Butnariu []. Heilpern [] introduced the concept of fuzzy contractive mappings and
proved a ﬁxed point theorem for these mappings in metric linear spaces. His result is a
generalization of the ﬁxed point theorem for point-to-set maps of Nadler []. Afterwords
several ﬁxed point theorems for fuzzy contractive mappings have appeared in the litera-
ture (see [–]). Especially, Vijayaraju and Marudai [], Azam and Arshad [], Bose [],
Frigona and O’Regan studied some ﬁxed point results for fuzzy (multi-valued) mappings
T : X → F (X) in a metric space X respectively. This result is signiﬁcant as it does not re-
quire the condition of approximate quantity for T(x) and linearity for X. Recently, Zhang
[] established some new common ﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-type mappings in
cone metric spaces. These theorems extended the known contractive-type conditions.
The aim of this paper is to investigate some common ﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-
type fuzzy mappings in complete metric spaces. As applications, we establish some com-
mon ﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-type multi-valued mappings in complete metric
spaces. Also, we give an example to show the validity of our results, which indicates that
our results improve and extend several known results in the existing literature.
Throughout this paper we shall use the following notations and lemmas which were
taken from [–, , ].
Let X and Y be nonempty sets. A multi-valued mapping T from X to Y , denoted by
T : X → Y , is deﬁned to be a function that assigns to each element of X a nonempty
subset of Y . Fixed points of the multi-valued mapping T : X → X will be the points x ∈ X
such that x ∈ T(x).
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Let (X,d) be a metric space, and let CB(X) denote the set of all nonempty closed and














A fuzzy set in X is a function with domain X and values in [, ]. If A is a fuzzy set and
x ∈ X, then the function valueA(x) is called the grade ofmembership of x inA. The α-level
set of A is denoted by [A]α and is deﬁned as follows:
[A]α =
{
x : A(x)≥ α} if α ∈ (, ],
[A] =
{
x : A(x) > 
}
.
Here, B denotes the closure of the set B. Let F (X) be the collection of all fuzzy sets in a
metric space X. For A,B ∈ F (X), A⊂ Bmeans A(x)≤ B(x) for each x ∈ X.
A mapping T from X to F (Y ) is called a fuzzy mapping if for each x ∈ X, T(x) (some-
times denoted by Tx) is a fuzzy set on Y and Tx(y) denotes the degree of membership of
y in Tx. Let W (X) denote the set of all fuzzy sets on X such that each of its α-level is a
nonempty closed bounded subset of X.
Lemma . (Nadler []) Let (X,d) be a metric space and A,B ∈ CB(X), then
() for each x ∈ A, d(x,B)≤H(A,B);
() for each y ∈ X , d(x,A)≤ d(x, y) + d(y,A).
Lemma . (Nadler []) Let (X,d) be a metric space and A,B ∈ CB(X), then for each
x ∈ A and ε >  there exists an element y ∈ B such that d(x, y)≤H(A,B) + ε.
2 Main results
In this section, wewill establish some commonﬁxed point theorems for a pair of Lipschitz-
type fuzzy mappings in complete metric spaces.
Theorem . Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, and let S,T : X → F (X) be two
Lipschitz-type fuzzy mappings satisfying the following conditions:
(a) for each x ∈ X , there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such that [Sx]α(x), [Tx]α(x) are nonempty
closed bounded subsets of X , and





















+A(x, y)d(x, y), (.)
where A, A, A, A, A are ﬁve functions from X ×X to [, +∞) such that
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(i) A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y) <  for all x, y ∈ X ;
(ii) infx,y∈X{ –A(x, y) –A(x, y)} = a, infx,y∈X{ –A(x, y) –A(x, y)} = b,
supx,y∈X{A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)} = A, supx,y∈X{A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)} = B,
with a,b,A,B >  and AB < ab. Then there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z).
Proof Let x ∈ X. For this x, by condition (a), there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such that [Sx]α(x)
is a nonempty closed bounded subset of X. For convenience, we denote α(x) by α.
Choose x ∈ [Sx]α , for this x, there exists α ∈ (, ] such that [Tx]α is a nonempty













By induction we produce a sequence {xn} of points of X,

















































≤ A(xk ,xk+)d(xk ,xk+) +A(xk ,xk+)d(xk+,xk+)
+A(xk ,xk+)d(xk ,xk+) +A(xk ,xk+)d(xk+,xk+)




≤ A(xk ,xk+)d(xk ,xk+) +A(xk ,xk+)d(xk+,xk+)
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+A(xk ,xk+)d(xk ,xk+) +A(xk ,xk+)d(xk+,xk+)











 –A(xk ,xk+) –A(xk ,xk+)
≤ supx,y∈X{A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)}





infx,y∈X{ –A(x, y) –A(x, y)} .
Note that by condition (ii), we have















Using the inductive method, for k = , , , . . . , by (.) and (.), we can obtain
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and



















































































Next, we prove that the sequence {xn} is a Cauchy sequence inX. For any k < p, it follows
from (.) and (.) that
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Since a,b,A,B >  and AB < ab, i.e.,  < ABab < , it follows from Cauchy’s root test that∑
(ABab )n and
∑
(n + )(ABab )n are convergent and hence {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in X.
Since X is a complete metric space, then there exists z ∈ X such that xn → z as n → ∞.





























































+A(xn, z)d(z,xn+) +A(xn, z)d(xn, z).
It implies that
(










≤ d(z,xn+) +A(xn, z)d(xn,xn+) +A(xn, z)d(xn, z)
+A(xn, z)d(z,xn+) +A(xn, z)d(xn, z).
Note that A(x, y) + A(x, y) + A(x, y) <  for all x, y ∈ X, infx,y∈X{ – A(x, y) – A(x, y)} =








)≤ d(z,xn+) +Ad(xn,xn+) + d(xn, z) + d(z,xn+) + d(xn, z),
and hence d(z, [T(z)]α(z))→  as n→ ∞. Thus z ∈ [Tz]α(z).
Similarly, we can prove that z ∈ [Sz]α(z). Hence z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z). This completes the
proof. 
Next, we establish a fuzzy version of Kannan-Reich-type theorem (see [–]).
Theorem . Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, and let S,T : X → F (X) be two
Kannan-Reich-type fuzzy mappings satisfying the following conditions:
(a) for each x ∈ X , there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such that [Sx]α(x), [Tx]α(x) are nonempty
closed bounded subsets of X , and









+ β(x, y)d(x, y), (.)
where β, β, β are three functions from X ×X to [, +∞) such that
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(i) β(x, y) <  for all x, y ∈ X ;
(ii) supx,y∈X{β(x, y)} = γ, supx,y∈X{β(x, y)} = γ, supx,y∈X{β(x, y) + β(x, y)} = A,
supx,y∈X{β(x, y) + β(x, y)} = B,
with γ < , γ < , A,B >  and AB < ( – γ)( – γ). Then there exists z ∈ X such that
z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z).
Proof Let A(x, y) = β(x, y), A(x, y) = β(x, y), A(x, y) ≡ , A(x, y) ≡ , A(x, y) = β(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ X, then we have





 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}









 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}

























β(x, y) + β(x, y)
}
= B,
with  – γ,  – γ, A,B >  and AB < ( – γ)( – γ), which imply the conditions of Theo-
rem . are satisﬁed. Therefore, by Theorem ., Theorem . is proved. 
Remark . Since each nonlinear contraction includes the case of linear contraction as its
special case, each ﬁxed point theorem in the above theorem implies a ﬁxed point theorem
for linear contraction. From Theorem . we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary . Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let S,T : X → F (X) be two fuzzy
mappings. Suppose that for each x ∈ X, there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such that [Sx]α(x), [Tx]α(x)













+ ad(x, y), (.)
for all x, y ∈ X, where a, a, a, a are non-negative real numbers a >  and η >  with∑
i= ai =  + η, a + a + a < , a + a < , a + a <  and (a – a)(a – a) > η. Then
there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z).
Proof LetA(x, y) = a,A(x, y) = a,A(x, y) = a,A(x, y) = a,A(x, y) = a for all x, y ∈ X.
It is evident that  < a + a + a < ,  <  – a – a,  <  – a – a,  < a + a + a and
 < a + a + a.
In addition, note that a <  and (a – a)(a – a) > η, we have
a( + η) + aa + aa < a + η + aa + aa < a – η + aa + aa.










+aa +aa +aa +aa < –a –a –a –a +aa +aa +aa +aa,
i.e., (a +a +a)(a +a +a) < (–a –a)(–a –a). Then we easily see that conditions
(i) and (ii) of Theorem . are satisﬁed. Therefore, by Theorem ., Corollary . is proved.

Applying Theorem ., we easily obtain the following ﬁxed point theorem for Bose-type
fuzzy mappings.
Theorem . (Bose []) Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let S,T : X → F (X) be
two fuzzymappings. Suppose that for each x ∈ X, there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such that [Sx]α(x),













+ bd(x, y), (.)
for all x, y ∈ X, where b, b, b, b, b are non-negative real numbers and∑i= bi <  and
b = b or b = b. Then there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z).
Proof If b = b and b = b, we can take δ =  – (
∑
i= bi) >  and let A(x, y) = b + δ,
A(x, y) = b, A(x, y) = b + δ, A(x, y) = b, A(x, y) = b + δ for all x, y ∈ X, then we have





 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}




 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}




A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)
}




A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)
}
= b + b + b + δ > .
Note that δ > , b = b and b = b, it is not diﬃcult to see that
(b + b + b + δ)(b + b + b + δ) = (b + b + b + δ)(b + b + b + δ)
< (b + b + b + δ)(b + b + b + δ)
= (b + b + b + δ)(b + b + b + δ)
= ( – b – δ – b)( – b – b – δ).
Then we know that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem . are satisﬁed.
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+ (b + δ)d(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ X, which satisﬁes inequality (.) of Theorem .. Therefore, by Theorem .,
the conclusion of Theorem . holds.
If b = b and b > b, we can take δ =  – (
∑
i= bi) >  and let A(x, y) = b, A(x, y) =
b + δ, A(x, y) = b, A(x, y) = b, A(x, y) = b + δ for all x, y ∈ X, then we have





 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}




 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}




A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)
}




A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)
}
= b + b + b + δ > .
Note that δ > , b = b and b > b, it is not diﬃcult to see that
(b + b + b + δ)(b + b + b + δ) = (b + b + b + δ)(b + b + b + δ)
< (b + b + b + δ)(b + b + b + δ)
= ( – b – b)( – b – b – δ).
Then we know that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem . are satisﬁed.






























+ (b + δ)d(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ X, which satisﬁes inequality (.) of Theorem .. Therefore, by Theorem .,
the conclusion of Theorem . holds.
Similarly, we can prove some cases of b = b, b < b or b > b, b = b or b < b, b = b,
respectively. Then by Theorem ., the theorem is proved. 
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Note that by the conditions of Theorem ., we can obtain the following ﬁxed point
theorem for Vijayaraju-Marudai-type fuzzy mappings.
Corollary . (Vijayaraju and Marudai [], Azam and Beg []) Let (X,d) be a complete
metric space. Let S,T : X → F (X) be two fuzzy mappings. Suppose that for each x ∈ X,














+ bd(x, y), (.)
for all x, y ∈ X, where b, b, b, b, b are non-negative real numbers and∑i= bi <  and
either b = b or b = b. Then there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z).
In Corollary ., if b = b, then we can obtain the following ﬁxed point theorem for
Azam-Arshad-type fuzzy mappings.
Corollary . (Azam andArshad []) Let (X,d) be a completemetric space. Let S,T : X →
F (X) be two fuzzy mappings. Suppose that for each x ∈ X, there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such















+ ad(x, y), (.)
for all x, y ∈ X,where a, a, a, a are non-negative real numbers with a +a +a +a < .
Then there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z).
Remark . Azam andArshad [] pointed out that the proof [, Theorem .] is incorrect
and incomplete, and presented the right version of this result. In fact, by Corollary .
we easily see that although there exist mistakes in the proof of Theorem . in [], its
conclusion is correct. Moreover, Corollary . also shows that Theorem  in [] is not the
right version of Theorem . in [], but the special case of Theorem . in [].
Similarly, applying Corollary . or Theorem ., we can establish the following ﬁxed
point theorem for generalizing Park-Jeong-type fuzzy mappings (see []).
Theorem . Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let S,T : X → F (X) be two fuzzy
mappings. Suppose that for each x ∈ X, there exists α(x) ∈ (, ] such that [Sx]α(x), [Tx]α(x)




)≤ k[d(x, [Sx]α(x)) · d(y, [Ty]α(y))]  , (.)
for all x, y ∈ X, where  < k < . Then there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ [Sz]α(z) ∩ [Tz]α(z).
Proof Since  < k < , we can take –k = δ > , η = δ >  and let a = k +δ, a =
k
 , a = δ,
a = , a = η = δ, then we have
∑
i= ai = +η, a +a +a = δ+ δ < , a +a = k +δ < ,
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Then we know that the conditions of Corollary . are satisﬁed. Therefore, by Corol-
lary ., the theorem is proved. 
3 Application and example
In this section, we ﬁrst establish some common ﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-type
multi-valued mappings in complete metric spaces. After that, we give an example to dis-
cuss the validity of the hypotheses of Theorem ., by which we can claim that our results
improve and extend several known results in the existing literature.
Theorem . Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let S,T : X → CB(X) be two
Lipschitz-type multi-valued mappings. Suppose that for each x, y ∈ X,
H(Sx,Ty)≤ A(x, y)d(x,Sx) +A(x, y)d(y,Ty) +A(x, y)d(x,Ty)
+A(x, y)d(y,Sx) +A(x, y)d(x, y), (.)
where A, A, A, A, A are ﬁve functions from X ×X to [, +∞) such that
(i) A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y) <  for all x, y ∈ X ;
(ii) infx,y∈X{ –A(x, y) –A(x, y)} = a, infx,y∈X{ –A(x, y) –A(x, y)} = b,
supx,y∈X{A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)} = A, supx,y∈X{A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)} = B,
with a,b,A,B >  and AB < ab. Then there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ Sz ∩ Tz.
Proof Let the fuzzy mappings S,T : X → F (X) be deﬁned as S(x) = χS(x) and T(x) = χT(x),
where χA is the characteristic function on any subsetA ofX. Using the facts [Sx]α(x) = S(x),
[Tx]α(x) = T(x) for any α(x) ∈ (, ], it is evident that S and T satisfy the conditions of
Theorem .. Then, by Theorem ., the theorem is proved. 
By the proofs of Corollary . and Theorem ., we can get the following theorem.
Theorem . Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let S,T : X → CB(X) be two multi-
valued mappings. Suppose that for each x, y ∈ X,
H(Sx,Ty)≤ ad(x,Sx) + ad(y,Ty) + ad(x,Ty) + ad(y,Sx) + ad(x, y), (.)
where a, a, a, a are non-negative real numbers, a >  and η >  with
∑
i= ai =  + η,
a + a + a < , a + a < , a + a <  and (a – a)(a – a) > η. Then there exists z ∈ X
such that z ∈ Sz ∩ Tz.
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Using the same method as in the proof of Theorem ., by Theorem ., it is easy to
establish the following ﬁxed point theorem for Bose-Mukherjee-type multi-valued map-
pings (see []).
Corollary . (Bose and Mukherjee []) Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let S,T :
X → CB(X) be two multi-valued mappings. Suppose that for each x, y ∈ X,
H(Sx,Ty)≤ ad(x,Sx) + ad(y,Ty) + ad(y,Sx) + ad(x,Ty) + ad(x, y), (.)
where a, a, a, a, a are non-negative real numbers and
∑
i= ai <  and a = a or a = a.
Then there exists z ∈ X such that z ∈ Sz ∩ Tz.
Example  Let X = {, , , , . . .}, d be a discrete metric, then (X,d) is a complete metric
space. Deﬁne two fuzzy mappings S,T : X → F (X) as follows:
(Sx)(z) =
⎧⎨
⎩ if z = , if z ∈ {, , , . . .}, for all x ∈ X;
(T)(z) =
⎧⎨
⎩ if z = , if z ∈ {, , , . . .},
and for y ∈ X\{},
(Ty)(z) =
⎧⎨
⎩ if z = , if z ∈ {, , , . . .}.
Then we have
[Sx] = [Sx]α = {} for all x ∈ X and α ∈ (, ],
and
[Ty] = [Ty]α =
⎧⎨
⎩{} if y = ,{} if y ∈ X\{}, for all α ∈ (, ].
Now we take A(x, y) =  , A(x, y) =
d(x,y)+
d(x,y)+ , A(x, y) =

 , A(x, y) =

 , A(x, y) =

 for
all x, y ∈ X, then we have
A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y) =






 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}




 –A(x, y) –A(x, y)
}
=  > ,





A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)
}




A(x, y) +A(x, y) +A(x, y)
}
=  > ,
with  · <  <  ·  , which imply that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem . are satisﬁed.





















+ d(x, y) for all α ∈ (, ].






({}, {}) =  =  +  +  + 
≤ d
(





, {}) + d
(
, {}) + d(, ).






({}, {}) =  =  +  +  + 
≤ d
(





, {}) + d
(
, {}) + d(, ).






({}, {}) =  =  +  +  + 
= d
(





, {}) + d
(
, {}) + d(, ).






({}, {}) =  <  +  +  +  + 
≤ d
(





x, {}) + d
(
, {}) + d(x, ).
Hence, the conditions of Theorem . are satisﬁed, and there exists  ∈ X such that  ∈
{} = [S]α ∩ [T]α for all α ∈ (, ]. But for any non-negative real numbers a, a, a, a,
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({}, {}) =  > a + a + a + a + a
> ad
(
, {}) + ad(, {}) + ad(, {}) + ad(, {}) + ad(, )
for all α ∈ (, ]. Thus S, T cannot satisfy the general contractive condition a + a + a +
a + a < .
4 Conclusion
In this paper, some common ﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-type fuzzy mappings
and Kannan-Reich-type fuzzy mappings in complete metric spaces are obtained respec-
tively. As applications, we establish some commonﬁxed point theorems for Lipschitz-type
multi-valued mappings in complete metric spaces. Also, we give an example to show the
validity of our results, which indicates that our results improve and extend the results in
[, , , , ] and [].
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